Within the micro music world of Sardinian *A Chiterra* song (soloist song accompanied on guitar) they often talk about natural gift and passion for music. Generally, they agree that vocal endowments are not enough to make a “great singer”, whereas the mere enthusiasm for singing never overcomes the limit of natural talent. A “great singer” must have both *boghe e passione*, it is necessary that he has a special balance between voice and passion.

Filmed in two years, the documentary discusses the subject with two young singers: Daniele Giallara, an established semi-professional *cantadore* (singer) who gives dozens of concerts every year; and Francesco Fais who is moving his first steps as a semi-professional singer. In the discussions also a group of *tifosi* (fans: i.e. very passionate listeners and amateur music makers) are involved. Presenting some *A Chiterra* song’s most significant scenarios, the documentary presents different ideas about the discussed topic. Showing various ways to express the passion for the music of singers and fans, it outlines a very complex music making that is very lively in the today music culture of Sardinia. But, after all, the film wonders: what actually is the passion for the music? May we talk about it?

The “*Cantos ‘e chiterra*” (A Chiterra song - soloist song accompanied on guitar) is a musical practice spread all over the Sardinia, although it have evolved in the Logudoro (North Sardinia). It has many analogies with other Mediterranean forms of musical expression, first of all with the Flamenco. Nowadays, the *A Chiterra* song has two distinctive performing scenarios: a) on one hand, it’s practiced during daily after work meeting and private gathering by a very large number of male and female amateurs; b) on the other hand it is performed on stage and in Radio and TV broadcasts by professional (or semi professional)
singers (almost all men). The most important performance circumstance is the so called gara, i.e. a very long and ritualized competitions on stage during the village’s feast or other festivals. Here, three singers are invited to compete with each other. Accompanied by only one guitar player, the gara normally last for over three hours. There is no an official winner, but the audience judges very carefully each part of the performance (till the smallest vocal particulars) and every the cantadore tries to convince the listeners that he does better than his adversaries. The instrumental accompaniment is realized on a special guitar, called “chitarra sarda” (Sardinian guitar), with the case larger than the normal guitar. It is usually tuned a fourth lower than the normal tune. Sometime an accordion joins the guitar in the instrumental accompaniment.

The A Chiterra song is divided in about ten definite genres each of them has its textual and musical pattern of its own. The most known and representative genre are: the Boghes in re, Nuoresa, Muttos, Disispirada. The texts comes from classical Sardinian Logudorese written poetry from XVII-XX century: they deal with lyrical and love themes.
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